My Daddy in Jail
Inspired by all those who were and are incarcerated.
Today it is no secret African Americans make up approximately 15% of America’s population. Now ask yourself
how can American’s inmate population be 70% African Americans without foul play.
Looking back in history an overwhelming abundance of alleged success stories my proud American were
founded on theft and greed.
Oppression and struggling were and are important dynamics that are extremely profitable if your vision, money
and resources allow it. This has remained true dating back centuries.
Money and power continues to hide behind alleged resources, fraternities and shields of alleged perfections
that many times are predicated on double standards. Do as I say not as I do mentalities.
The mentioned mentality is on a path of self-destruction because today times appear to be changing for the
better as more women and those who were the targets of oppression are now being powerfully placed.
In the near and distant future this has all the ingredients of exposure and bombshell breaking news stories that
will shift the landscapes like we have never seen before.
However many of these stories won’t actually be breaking news stories at all. They will be known stories that
ran out of powerful places to hide.
In business it’s very rare that growth or education supersedes greed, disrespectful ignorance or profits.
The mentioned has played a key role in recidivism numbers and an incarcerated society which partially defines
so much of why so many kids primarily (not limited to professional athletes and their PED use, the dirty games
of politics, etc.), in the African American and Latino communities when asked; where is your father? Their
responses all too many times are my daddy in jail.
Have you ever thought to ask yourself the question that clearly exists before us; why does the quality of law
enforcement vary state and federal levels.
In addition have you ever thought to ask yourself why is it bonuses or above normal monetary rewards in every
phase of an arrest and conviction process, not limited to parking or traffic tickets issued, officers court
appearances, the profits of alleged rehabilitation, probation, parole and post-release, which individually and
collectively feeds a perpetuating profit machine.
Today our legal system has long graduated levels of concerns.
The words incarcerated or jail transcends the physical boundaries of being incarcerated.
There are far too many who incarcerates others via their fraternities and personal incarcerated issues.

The powers of choice mimic some of the same powers as a superhero. The reality is every last one of us was
and is a superhero to someone. Be it your mom, dad, children, wife, boss, family members, communities, etc.
Coming from the ghettos although there are some who have graduated the living conditions, however per the
numbers the percentages who have actually graduated are very small since we live in a political society that
depends so heavily on manipulated relations and numbers.
Good, bad or indifferent the hood embodies a melting pot of hustlers. There are millions of hustlers, however
since the sixties and possibly before although narcotics and gun manufacturers do not exist in the hood. Drugs
and guns are and have been the most accessible and fastest dollar to be made in the hood. Have you ever
thought to ask yourself why?
Speaking to the trenches in the streets not limited to, I am you and like you I lived in the lowest levels of the
trenches for far to long. I could never say I’m above it, however the truth of the matter is we have to get a
better grasp on our superhero powers of choices we make by taking a deeper look within ourselves because
our reflections in the mirror are damn fools, we are just tired of starving and want some of the finer things in life
at any cost justifiably like the American way.
Personally speaking during the course of too many state and federal bids to name over drugs and or get
money schemes no one has been directly more affected than those that matter most to me being my
immediate family and kids.
The reality remains every last one of us is still superhero to someone, even if that someone is you.
We must start sharing to avoid a space of mental incarceration, which will in my opinion immediately decrease
the number of physical incarcerations.
Just as important we must gain a better understanding of the history and purposes of the games we choose to
play.
The greater majority of us are products of our environments, however we can no longer use the way we were
cheated, violated, degraded and disrespected as a justifiable excuse.
We cannot do all bad or wrong expecting anything good and if no one will ever do right by us then that’s cool
too because we must start doing right by ourselves.
We must understand any games of wrong that chooses us is probably a losing formula and a game not to be
played regardless the elusions.
Although I know me and my comrades who define the trenches are the furthest thing from being damn fools, I
sure feel like a damn fool every time my girl, mother, sisters, and especially my children have to say when
asked where’s your father, etc., and their responses have to be my daddy in jail.
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